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A two-fold answer must be given to this question. In the first place the

answer must be Yes. In its basic theory Christian knowledge is truly scientific.

In the second place, however, a negative answer must be given. Much so-called

Christian thought, unfortunately, is not really scientific.

In recent years science and technology have progressed far beyond whit

thinkers of ancient or medieval times could ever have imagined. To many people

science seems to have made religion completely out of date. Many religions rest on

guesses, speculations, feelings, and theories, not on anything that can be compared

to the methods of science. But in this regard Christianity is different, for it is

based on revelation.

To many in our present secularist world such a statement may seem ridiculous,

for they would think of revelation as an outmoded medieval concept. This etalua

tion is quite wrong. Revelation is actually one of the commonest things in life

and one of the most basic factors that enter into scientific advance. This is

generally not realized because a theological word is used. Actually, whenever one

person reveals to another what he has observed or thought he is making a revelation.

In common usage it is designated as communication.

Science would not proceed very far without communication. The great scien-

tific progress of the last century and a half has been only partiall due to the
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emergence of unusually fine minds. There were equally good mind ['n t'h ancient

world, but there were fewer people working in these fields and there was much less

opportunity for each of them to receive communications describing the observations,

experiments and ideas of others. Science has made far greater progress now than in

those days because of communication between scientists.
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